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Gloves are perhaps the most important bit o’ gear you can wear when skiing. Why? Because if you have 
cold, wet hands, your entire day is ruined. Nothing will send you back to the lodge or scurrying to the 
heater vents in your car faster than frozen digits. Personally, I have issues with cold fingers and hands 
and am very picky about ski gloves. So when I first hit the slopes with Mountain Hardwear’s Compulsion 
OutDry gloves.  I was nervous not having down mittens or glove liners along. 
 
I’ve been wearing the Compulsion gloves in-bounds at Alta and in the backcountry. At first, they were stiff 
and uncomfortable – pretty standard with new leather. But after about 5 ski days, they have softened up 
real good and are now molded to the shape of my hands. The fingers also have flex at the knuckles, which 
allows for really good dexterity out of the gate. I also really like the pull-on web loop at the wrist for easy 
on, especially when I’m trying to get the second glove on with a gloved hand. 
 
On the inside, the gloves are very soft and fleecy. The first day out, they actually felt too small, even 
though the sample is a size medium, which I’ve always worn. But after a few uses, the inside liner has 
packed down and the gloves now fit perfect. 
 
Of course warmth is the most important element when choosing a good ski glove. Initially, because of the 
stiff and tight quality of the leather, my fingers were cold, probably from poor blood circulation. But now 
that the gloves are broken in and the liner is packed out a bit, I can safely say the Compulsion are even 
warmer than my Kincos. I’ve skied in temperatures down to the teens and those fingertips have stayed 
warm and dry. 
 
Since winter in Utah is pretty dry, I’ve not had a good opportunity to test the waterproof qualities of the 
glove. So I put them on and ran them under the bathtub faucet. Water never penetrated inside the glove, 
so I think it’s safe to say they will perform valiantly during wet, spring days. 
 
Final Word: The Mountain Hardwear Compulsion OutDry Gloves are pretty damn awesome ski gloves, 
especially if you have chronic cold fingers and like wearing leather while throwing yourself at the 
mountains. Overall, these are my favorite new gloves and will totally replace the old Kincos for sure. 


